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CLOTHES RATIONING

The following clothes rationing changes come into operation on 19:

(1) Articles excepted from rationing - (a; officers' caps; (b) utility pit pants.

(2) Articles now rationed -

(a) Gloves reinforced with metal (these will, however, be obtainable coupon-

free against certificates, signed by Factory Inspectors, etc,, in

occupations for which they are essential);

(b) Any material whether textile or not, shaped for making up into any garment

(for instance a leather glove shape) is rationed. The appropriate number

of coupons for "shapes" is the same as that for the garment itself.

(3) Reconditioned Service clothing.

The following articles of clothing narked with the identification nark shown in

the Second Schedule to the Reconditioned Service Clothing Order 1942 (S, R, & 0.1942,

No, 2075) are given specific coupon ratings which apply irrespective of the price at

which the reconditioned Service clothing is sold.

Greatcoat, Army type - 8 coupons; Battledress suit, Amy type - 6 coupons;

Overall, Royal Observer Corps typs - 4 coupons.

One item of the reconditioned clothing, web anklets, is excepted from rationing.

(4) Registered exporters can no longer obtain coupon-free supplies of rationed

goods of Glass D (Gloves), F (Footwear) or G (Hand knitting yarn);, or goods made up

of woven cloth. In future, where they have exported rationed goods of these classes

and wish to obtain further supplies for export they should apply on Form A, T, 3 to

the Board of Trade, Northgate, Prince Albert Road, London, N,W, 8, for coupons for

this purpose.

(5) Other changes -

(a) All socks of foot length not exceeding 9 1/2 ins, are now pointed at 1 coupon

irrespective of the leg length.

(b) Mackintoshes, raincoats, overcoats, capes, cloaks, or like garments of

double texture cloth not woven in one process, the outer fabric of which is

of Group 1 material are pointed as if they were fully lined.

(c) Babies’ day-gowns are now classed with babies' night-gowns and take the

same coupon rating.

(a) it is now legal for employers to collect coupons from their workers and use

them to procure towels to supply to staff in the same way as coupons have

in the past been collected to provide'protective clothing.

The above changes are made by the Consumer Rationing (No, 17) Order, S, R, & 0,

1943» No, 335 which can be obtained, price 1d, through any bookseller or newsagent

or direct from H, M, Stationery Office, Kingsway, London, W, C, 2,
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